PINHOLE DETECTOR MANUAL – 2015. Rev.19
PHD Model # F05-0044
Which includes the following components:






F03-0018 SCANNER
D07-0120 FLUORESCENT LAMP LIGHT SOURCE
OR
D07-0120G10/12/14 BLUE LED LIGHT SOURCE
F01-0126 INTEGRATION CHAMBER
B09-0163G14/15-G20/21/23/24/25/26/27 POWER PANEL
A19-0048 / A19-0040 SOLA CONSTANT VOLTAGE POWER
CONDITIONER
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testing, and/or maintenance of the equipment described herein. This document shall not be
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PLEASE NOTE:
This manual relates to the entire F05-0044 family of Pinhole Detectors. Please read with
the understanding that some sections refer to features or options possibly not requested
nor included with your specific unit.
There are WARNINGS and CAUTIONS placed throughout this document, for safe
installation and operation they are to be carefully followed.
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INTRODUCTION

These instructions describe the Crown Engineering & Equipment/SEMS Division
Pinhole Detector equipment F03-0018 & B09-0163G14/15-G20/21/23/24/25/26/27, its
installation, operation and maintenance.
The pinhole detector is particularly suited for the detection of very small holes in moving
strips of steel. In this service, it is rated to detect holes having a minimum area
equivalent to a 25 micron (0.001 inch) diameter hole through 0.254 mm (0.010 inch)
thick strip, with the axis of the hole perpendicular to the strip. The Blue LED model is
rated to detect a 13 micron (0.0005 inch) diameter hole through a 0.254 mm (0.010 inch)
thick strip. The Blue LED PHD is also part of our GREEN agenda for reduction in power
consumption. The Blue LED model uses one-half the power input and produces twice the
light output.
Although its prime application area is in metal strip and sheet inspection, the pinhole
detector may also be applied to the inspection of almost any opaque material. Questions
regarding applications should be directed to Crown Engineering & Equipment/SEMS
Division Sales Office.
This booklet is general in nature and is to be used only as a guide by competent electronic
service personnel; therefore, for specific mechanical and electrical details, reference
should be made to the drawings supplied with the equipment.
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RECEIVING, HANDLING AND STORAGE
Immediately upon receipt, the equipment should be examined for any damage which may
have occurred in transit. If damage or improper handling is evident, a damage claim
should be filed immediately with the transportation company. Also, the sales office at
Crown Engineering & Equipment/SEMS Division should be notified promptly.
When it is received, the equipment should be unpacked carefully to avoid damage.
Particular care should be exercised to prevent small parts from being mislaid or thrown
away with the packing material.
If the equipment will not be used as soon as it is unpacked, it should be stored in a clean,
dry place where it is protected from accidental damage. The equipment should not be
stored in a location where construction work is in progress.

Attach lift slings inboard of the Light Source handles on each side. Use caution not to
damage any exterior cables or wiring. Remove four lag screws in cradle framework, save
rubber bushings for later permanent mounting. Carefully lift and transport to final
mounting location.
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DESCRIPTION
GENERAL
The pinhole detector is made up of two main components; the scanner F03-0018 and the
power panel B09-0163. The scanner is located at the inspection point. It contains a light
source, shutters, photoelectric detection chamber and the associated control circuits. The
power panel contains line voltage regulation equipment and DC supplies for the lamp
circuits with the fluorescent light source model. It should be placed at a convenient
location near the scanner. A DC power supply is located in the light source for the Blue
LED model.
SCANNER - F03-0018
The scanner is composed of two boxes hinged together. One is located above the strip
and the other is below. The upper box contains the fluorescent or the Blue LED light
source which produces an even illumination across the full width of the strip. The color
of the light results in an optimum response from the photomultiplier tubes which are most
sensitive to blue light. The light source is modulated and that along with the optimum
color combines to reduce the adverse effects of stray light from other sources. The lamp
box also contains the lamp modulator-drive circuitry, lamp temperature control (when
equipped) and a diffusing light concentrator (diffuse reflector). Various models of
scanner provide an inspection width of material up to 1.25 m (49.2 inches). Models are
available to inspect materials to 1.82 m ( 72 inches).
CAUTION:
1) The end user is to ensure the unit is installed within the host machine in
such a way that any residual hazard presented by UV from the Light
Source is mitigated. Also DO NOT LOOK DIRECTLY AT THE
FLUORESCENT LAMP OR THE BLUE LEDs
2) The Light Source should not be opened while the UV light source is lit
The lower box contains the photomultiplier detection chamber, with all the detection
circuits and a control/test panel. The detection chamber is mounted on a roll-out tray
assembly that permits fast change out and easy access for maintenance. This part of the
equipment is used to detect the pinhole light signals. Because the amount of light energy
that comes through a 25 micron (0.001 inch) or 13 micron (0.0005 inch) is very small,
utmost care must be used to prevent unwanted light from entering the chamber and being
misinterpreted as a signal. The amplifiers are tuned to the lamp modulation frequency
and, therefore, tend to reject other sources of light. Shutters have been provided to mask
the edges of the strip material and prevent light leakage from above. The F03-0018G4
has built-in drives which automatically position on and follow the strip edges.
Furthermore, the design of the box and shutters help prevent light, which may be reflected
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to the underside of the strip, from reaching the detection chamber. Nevertheless, the
degree of sensitivity obtainable with the equipment will greatly depend upon how well
the user maintains the equipment and its light shielding.
A fan is mounted in the end of the lower box. Although this fan helps in cooling, its
primary function is to provide a positive pressure within the lower box and reduce the
amount of dust and dirt entering the box.

POWER PANEL - B09-0163G14/15 or B09-0163G20/21/23/24/25
The B09-0163G14 or G20 or G23 units are an open panel for mounting in a customer’s
machine compartment, while the B09-0163G15 or G21/24/24 units are in a wall/floor
mountable enclosure. The panel contains the step down transformer and the DC supplies
for the fluorescent lamp driver circuits. It also serves as a central point for all electrical
connections.
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POWER PANEL – typical layout
SPECIFICATIONS
General
Equipment
Catalog Number
Dimensions (approx.)
Weight (approx.)

System
Power Demand
Supply Voltage
Temperature Range
Humidity
Altitude
Sensitivity

Scanner
Power Panel
F03-0018
B09-0163G14/20
22.75” x 11.5” x 83.75”
14 ¾” x 12 7/8”
550 lbs.
25 lbs.
B09-0163G15/21
B09-0163G24/25
22” x 21” x 8.5”
24”x16”x 9.5”
50 lbs.
72lbs. Panel+Cabinet
B09-0163G26/27
24”X16”X9.5”
Approx. 500 VA
120 VAC +/- 10%
0 to 50 degrees C
Maximum relative humidity 80% above 31ºC
decreasing linearly to 50% relative humidity at 40ºC.
0 - 2000m
25 microns (0.001 inch) diameter hole
13 microns (0.0005 inch) dia hole for the Blue LED model
Straight through a 0.254mm (.010 inch) thick strip

Strip Speed

0 to 1524 m/min. (4000 ft./min)

Strip Thickness
Suggested Upper
Limit

1.65mm (0.065 inch)

Limited by Shutter

4.7mm (0.185 inch)

Strip Width
Maximum which can
be threaded

1.37m (54 inch) Centered for Manual Shutters
1.28m (50.5 inch) Centered for Auto Shutters

Maximum which can
be inspected
Minimum

1.25m (49.2 inch) Centered for Manual short Shutters
1.17m (46 inch) Centered for Auto Shutters
0.30m (12 inch) Centered for Manual Shutters
0.30m (12 inch) Centered for Auto Shutters
Any within width limits. However, shutter mechanism
must follow weave.
1.59mm (0.0625inch) minimum at all times.
This is normally set to 3.18mm (0.125 inch).

Strip Weave
Shutter Overlap
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SPECIFICATIONS (Continued)

Automatic Shutters
Shutter Dead Band

+/- 1mm (.04inch) to +/- 2.54mm (.1inch)
Factory set at approx. 1.52mm (.06inch)

Shutter Speed

6m (240inch) or 9.5m (375inch) per min. for
60Hz. power freq. and 5m (200inch) or 7.9m
(312inch) per min. for 50Hz power freq. Factory set
for the lower speed. Can be changed in the field.

Strip Weave Speed:

Must be less than shutter speed.

Typical Speed - Overlap relationships
Shutter Speed
6m/min (240in/min)
Nominal Overlap
3.17mm (.125inch)
Minimum Dead band
+/- 1.39mm (.055inch)
Outputs
Relay Contacts

9.5m/min (375in/min)
4.69mm (.185inch)
+/- 2.03mm (.08inch)

DPDT 2 amp at 115V AC resistive
Protection required for other loads
Derate for incandescent lamp loads with high in-rush
(1/10 rating).

Relay Closure Delay

Approximately 10 milliseconds after detection.

Relay Closure Duration

Adjustable, approximately 10 to 60 MS

Single Pulse DC Output

No holes 0 to 0.6V

Output Impedance

Approximately 100 ohms

Minimum Load Impedance

Approximately 10K ohms

Output Impedance

Approximately 2.2K ohms

Duration of Output

Equal to time that pinhole is in inspection zone.
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Pinhole +10 to 11.5 VDC

SPECIFICATIONS (Continued)
Interlock (External contacts to be supplied by Customer)
Function

Line Start

Type

Opens when line is stopped
Closes when line starts

Shutter Retract Switch (External contacts to be supplied by Customer)
(Auto Shutter models only)
Contact Type

SPST - Shutters retract to limit when closed (GND on )
SPST Shutters retract to limit when opened ( GND off) option 3
Shutter retract contacts of relay 1RY are used to retract the shutters as required. See
system drawing F11C0068 Sheet 1 for available options.
VARIANTS
The F05-0044 Family of Pinhole Detectors have physical variants depending on customer
requirements;
1) All detectors are built according to the scanning-width requested by each
customer and range from a scan width of 685.80 mm (27inch) up to
1828.80 mm (72inch).
2) Air-assisted Manual shutters or Fully Automatic Shutters are available on all
model lengths).
3) The B09-0163G23 power panel has additional components of 1T, a step down
transformer and 2T, a SOLA regulating transformer and 1SW, a fused
disconnect switch. All others components and functionality are the
same as a G21 unit.
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INSTALLATION

Location and Mounting
The equipment permits considerable freedom in location and mounting; however, certain
points should be considered to achieve optimum performance and easy maintenance.
Both the scanner and the power panel are designed for indoor use in an atmosphere which
is free from dampness and corrosive or explosive fumes. Also, the ambient temperature
at the equipment must not exceed 50 degrees C.
In locating the scanner, it is helpful if the front panel, with its indicator lights, is visible
from the main operator station. It is also important to maintain adequate clearance around
the scanner and power panel. Consult the outline drawings supplied with the equipment
for proper door and slide out chamber clearances. Accessibility for proper maintenance
must also be considered.
The base on which the scanner is mounted should be as free from vibration as possible
and the rubber mounting pads supplied with the equipment should be used to provide
additional shock isolation.
Proper operation can be achieved only if the strip pass line and shutter overlap,
particularly on fixed shutter models, are accurately maintained. The strip should pass
through the shutter just below center and be slightly above the rub rails. If the strip
contacts the scanner at all, it should be on the rails rather than the shutter top lip. It is
necessary to replace the rub rail if it becomes worn. Under no circumstances should the
strip material be permitted to ride on the scanner top tray parts. An effective method for
maintaining the pass line is to place pinch rolls or guiding mechanisms before and after
the detector.
The pinhole detector is a sensitive piece of equipment and it is built as ruggedly as
possible; however, it cannot be expected to iron-out cobbles or bad strip edges. Pinch
rolls in front of the detector can aid in the prevention of damage from cobbles. Another
method of cobble damage protection is to place heavy channels or plates above and below
the pass line so that they form a slit through which the strip material must pass before it
enters the detector.
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INSTALLATION (Continued)
The shutters are of extreme importance in the operation of the pinhole detector. The
equipment cannot be expected to operate to specifications if the shutter design is altered.
It is also important that proper shutter overlap be maintained. This is particularly true in
the fixed shutter equipment. With this equipment, it is necessary to provide accurate strip
edge guides at the entrance to the detector.

Electrical Connections
The power supply panel serves as a central connection point. All connections are made in
this unit and must be in accordance with the interconnection diagram supplied with the
equipment. When wiring, it is important that an efficient grounding connection be made
between the scanner, its mount, the power panel and a central earth ground. Heavy braid
or cable should be used for grounding.

In addition to all other installation requirements the installing person must provide
adequate disconnection and over-current protection at the supply point of the
SOLA transformer device. This will typically be performed by an adequately sized
and installed electrical breaker installed in strict conformance to local electrical
requirements meeting all applicable codes.
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ADJUSTMENTS

***WARNING***
VOLTAGE AS HIGH AS 1500 VDC IS
PRESENT IN THIS EQUIPMENT!

Note:
This equipment should be serviced only by qualified personnel and extreme care must be
exercised. Note that capacitors in the circuits may retain a charge for some time after the
main power is disconnected.
Before applying power, the equipment should be given a careful visual inspection. Check
to make sure mechanical parts have not become loose in shipment and check to make
sure that relays, fuses and printed circuit boards are properly installed. At this time,
remove the clean out strip (located just above the scanner control panel). It may be
covered with protective paper which must be removed before reinserting the strip. Also,
check for proper operation of shutters.
When this inspection is complete, recheck all interconnection wiring. Then perform the
following procedure:
1) Position a strip (or sheet) in the detector, preferably with normal operating
tension. Make certain that there are no holes in this material. Note: Verify
pass line to 0.020” (0.5mm)
2) Adjust the shutters so that they overlap the strip edge by at least 3.17mm
(.125inch)
3) Close the fused disconnect switch on the power supply panel. The lamp
should light unless the Pinhole Detector was wired with a Line Start Switch.
(See electrical diagrams.)
4) Close contacts 1RY, 1TD, and 2TD in the power panel by using the Line Start
Switch if required. (Refer to Production Line electrical diagrams)
*Note: Some new fluorescent lamps may be difficult to start. However, after the first
start and a few hours of operation, they will start normally. Should starting be a problem,
first check to make sure both filaments are heating (observe pink glow on both ends of
the tube during the first few seconds after switching on power). If filaments are not
heating, check lamp and socket for bad connections. If filaments are glowing, allow tube
to pre-heat for several minutes, then operate disconnect switch on and off several times
until main arc strikes. Time delay relay 1TD must operate to apply lamp starting
impulses.
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ADJUSTMENTS (Continued)
5) Turn all six (6) (8 or 10 on some models) sensitivity potentiometers (gain
pots) full counterclockwise. These potentiometers are located on the sides of
the scanner meter panel.
6) Turn the trigger level control full counterclockwise. (The pinhole indicator
should light). Then, slowly increase in the clockwise direction until the
pinhole indicator lamp goes out. Record this setting and add four (4) minor
divisions. Set the control to this number and lock. If this number is larger
than 2.6 it indicates a light leakage at the shutter or through a hole in the strip.
This must be corrected before proceeding
7) Set the selector switch to position 3 and note meter reading. It should read 0
volts. A closer check can be made using a DVM plugged into the test jacks
on the bottom of the panel. On a low DC voltage scale, the reading should be
less than 0.080 volts. Larger readings may indicate light leakage from
sources other than the main lamp or a defective photomultiplier. If either of
these conditions exists, they should be corrected before proceeding.
8) Push the top left test button and hold in for approximately 5 seconds. Then
slowly increase the top left sensitivity potentiometer while observing the test
meter. Set for a meter reading of 5 volts.
9) Repeat step (8) for the remaining gain potentiometers and test-buttons pairs.
If a meter reading of 5 volts is not attainable, it indicates a weak or defective
photomultiplier tube, a defective test lamp, or low photomultiplier voltage.
10) On older Pinhole Detectors, there is some control interaction and it is
necessary to repeat steps (8) and (9) several times until the reading remains as
set to 5 volts.
11) Recheck the meter reading with no test buttons pushed. It should still read
near zero. If yes, go to step 12. Higher readings (above 0.150V) indicate a
noisy photomultiplier tube or light leakage. The faulty tube can be located by
returning all potentiometers to the full counterclockwise position. Then
individually increase each sensitivity potentiometer approximately 2/3 of a
turn clockwise while checking the meter reading.
Repeat for each
potentiometer until the noisy channel is located. Note: Return each
potentiometer to full counter clockwise position before going to the next.
12) The detector is now ready for operational checks if all tubes are adjusted for 5
volt readings and the meter reads near zero with no test buttons pushed.
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ADJUSTMENTS (Continued)

Shutter Overlap Adjustment (Fixed Shutters)
The shutter overlap should be set initially at 3.17mm (.125inch) with the line stopped and
material in a normal position.
Special Adjustment for Minimum Overlap (Fixed Shutters)
With the line running, it should be possible to slowly decrease overlap until a nearly
constant pinhole signal is produced. When this occurs, the overlap should be increased
by approximately 1.58mm (.063inch) or one full turn of the adjustment screw.
If this adjustment is used, it may be necessary to increase the trigger level adjustment a
minor division or two which may result in a slightly reduced sensitivity. Also, note that
when using this adjustment, the accuracy of the side guiding equipment and strip edge
quality must be maintained or excessive light leakage signals will be produced.
Shutter Adjustments (Automatic Shutters)
The shutters are factory adjusted for nominal overlap of 3.17mm (.125inch) a 1.27mm
(.05inch) dead zone and a drive speed of 6m (240inch) per minute. These settings should
meet most applications. Other settings can be used; however, it is very important that
proper relationships between drive speed, dead zone and overlap be observed.
1) Overlap Adjustments - Should light leakage be a problem, overlap must be increased.
This is accomplished by loosening the two (2) screws which attach the edge detector
sensor assembly to the shutter and sliding the entire sensor assembly back with
respect to the shutter tip. Overlap is decreased by sliding the sensor assembly
forward. Overlap can be measured with a simple test:
a) With a strip in place, switch shutters to manual and jog shutters outward past
the normal overlap position.
b) Return switch to auto position and the shutters will drive to the normal
overlap position.
c) Turn shutter switch to manual and raise lamp box.
d) Carefully mark the strip using the rear end of the shutter slot as a guide. This
is best done with a long pencil lead held vertically against the shutter slot.
e) Retract shutters and measure distance from sheet edges to the marks. This is
the amount of overlap
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ADJUSTMENTS (Continued)

2) Dead Zone - Is adjusted by changing the distance between the inner and outer sensor
assembly blocks. The outer block can be slid back and forth with respect to the inner
block by loosening the locking screws at the side and top of the outer block. When
the front edges of the blocks are flush the dead zone is approximately .76mm
(.03inch) dead zone is increased by moving the outer block back. The total dead zone
is .76mm (.03inch) plus the distance between the front edges of the sensor blocks.
Small dead zones are required for small overlap settings. Note that small dead zone
settings require smooth strip edges and low shutter speed settings. Also note that the
shutter will hunt when the dead zone becomes small.
Wider dead zones are needed when higher shutter speed is used or when rough strip
edges are encountered. These conditions will also dictate larger overlap.
3) Drive speed - The pulleys on the drive roll shaft and motor are of different diameters.
Shutter speed can be changed by interchanging the pulleys.

Small pulley on motor =
Large pulley on motor =

60 HZ
6m/min (240in/min)
9.5m/min (375in/min)

50 HZ
5m/min (200in/min)
7.9m/min (312in/min)

If hunting occurs at the higher speed, increase the dead zone.
4) Drive Belt Tension - is adjusted by loosening the motor mounting screws and sliding
the motor up and down. The belt should have a center slack of 5.08mm (0.2inch)
5) Tension Roll Adjustment - Loosen both adjusting screws so that the strip slips freely
through the rolls. Block the shutter in position and press one of the manual pushbuttons. Tighten one adjustment screw until the motor nearly stalls then loosen screw
two (2) turns. Tighten second adjustment screw so that the motor nearly stalls and
release push-buttons. Re-tighten the first adjusting screw two (2) turns to complete
the adjustment.
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ADJUSTMENTS (Continued)
SPECIAL TUNING, SYMMETRY AND LAMP CURRENT ADJUSTMENT

These adjustments should only be required if the control circuits in the light source lamp
driver are replaced or the B05-0154 preamplifier board is replaced.
Procedure:
1) Remove power.
2) Open door to printed circuit (PC) board rack and connect an oscilloscope to 302TP
and ground on the preamplifier PC board B05-0154.

**WARNING**
USE EXTREME CARE SINCE HIGH VOLTAGE
MAY BE PRESENT INSIDE METER PANEL ON SOME OLDER MODELS

3) Preset both potentiometers on the inverter control PC board (located on the Light
Source heat sink) to mid-position. The lamp cover (large) should be removed for a
complete adjustment. Touch up tuning can be made through top access holes.
4) Place a piece of strip material over the detector window and adjust the shutters for
3.17mm (0.125inch) overlap.
5) Energize equipment.
6) Slowly reduce overlap of one shutter until a signal of approximately 1 volt is
observed on the scope.
7) Adjust frequency potentiometer 400P(farthest from terminals) for maximum signal.
Note if amplifier saturates (signals tend to flatten), increase overlap to again reduce
signal to approximately 1 volt.
8) Disconnect power and oscilloscope.
9) Reconnect the oscilloscope (only on fluorescent lamp models) to circuit 435 and the
434 ground on the Light Source. Set the scope to measure a voltage range of
approximately 150 volts peak to peak.
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ADJUSTMENTS (Continued)

10) Energize the equipment.
11) Only done on fluorescent lamp models. Check for proper lamp current; peak-topeak voltage across 433 (AB) should be 150 volts peak-to-peak. If required, set to
proper level with 434R. Note that power should be removed and a slight change
made in the adjustment and then energize and check – repeat in small steps until
proper reading is obtained. A decrease in 434R resistance increases the voltage at
433R (AB).
12) Adjust the symmetry potentiometer so that the waveform produced has equal positive,
zero and negative time durations.
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COMPONENT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATING PRINCIPALS

SERIES-III / IV MODEL F05-0044

SEMS Pinhole Detectors are extremely sensitive photoelectric systems that include the
following:







1-Power Panel
2-Light source
3-Shutters
4 Photoelectric Detection Chamber (the Integration Chamber)
5 Miscellaneous supporting electro-mechanical systems.
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COMPONENT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATING PRINCIPALS

POWER PANEL
The power panel transforms incoming line voltage either through the 1T transformer
when equipped and the 2T voltage regulating transformer SOLA or directly through the
SOLA to provide a regulated 120 VAC. This is supplied to the scanner and the power
panel electronics. The output of the regulating transformer is fed to the scanner and also
supplies a transformer used in the two (2) DC lamp supplies. Both DC supplies use fullwave bridge rectification. The 100VDC supply has an L-C Pi filter with an output
capacitor located in the lamp box. The 100VDC supply is only used on fluorescent lamp
models.
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LED PHD POWER PANEL B09-0163G26/27
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COMPONENT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATING PRINCIPALS
The 100 VDC is controlled by time delay relays 1TD and 2TD. Relay 2TD (set for
approximately 3 seconds) prevents the application of 100 VDC to transformer 430T until
the oscillator has started. Relay 1TD (set for approximately 8 seconds) along with diode
9D provides boost pulses multiplexed onto the 100 VDC to ensure lamp start up. The
12V DC supply uses a capacitive input filter and also includes a series resistance for a
12V Zener regulator, which is located in the lamp box. The power panel also includes
terminal strips for the output and control circuit connections from the scanner.

The Power Panel is carefully housed in a NEMA-approved metal enclosure for
safety and long-term reliability.

Stable power to the detector is provided by a CE-Compliant SOLA power conditioner.
This model combines line conditioning with surge and spike suppression, while
protecting against sags, noise, brownouts and acts as an isolated line transformer
providing clean power to the system.
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COMPONENT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATING PRINCIPALS

1)

LIGHT SOURCE

The light source is a fluorescent lamp or a series of Blue LEDs that yield a strong blueviolet light. The spectral energy distribution of this light closely matches the spectral
response of the photomultiplier tubes, thus resulting in high signal conversion efficiency.
The fluorescent lamp or the Blue LEDs are powered by an oscillator-controlled inverter
which produces a rectangular waveform. This waveform is generated at approximately a
4 KHz rate at each transistor driver; however, because each driver alternates on and off
the lamp or LEDs produce a light output that is a rounded square wave at approximately 8
KHz.
The inverter power transistor switching is controlled by an adjustable frequency
oscillator. This oscillator consists of two complimentary - MOS NOR gates (400G) with
a positive feedback network (400C, 400P, and 400R). It produces a stable asymmetric
rectangular wave form. It is set at approximately 16 KHz. This signal is fed to a divide
by 2 flip-flop which produces a square wave of approximately 8 KHz. This signal is
again divided by two in a second flip-flop. The signals from the two (2) flip-flops are fed
to two (2) NOR gates where the proper switching wave forms are produced.
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COMPONENT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATING PRINCIPALS
A time delay circuit (symmetry) is included in the gating arrangement. (Refer to
elementary diagram for timing chart). This circuit introduces an adjustable time delay on
the leading edge of the switching pulses, thereby compensating for the transistor turnoff
delays and permitting a symmetric adjustment of the lamp current. The switching signals
are amplified by two transistors before being applied to the Darlington connected
switching transistors.
This paragraph applies only to the fluorescent lamp model The two power transistors
alternately apply the 100VDC power to the primary of 430T in such a manner as to
produce the discontinuous rectangular wave form shown in the timing chart. The
transformer secondary steps the voltage up to approximately 370-400V (PP). This
voltage is applied to the series combination of the lamp and the adjustable resistive
ballast. Lamp current is adjusted by varying the series ballast resistance. The inverter
transformer also includes two center tapped low voltage windings which supply the lamp
filaments.
The lamp itself is mounted under a diffusing concentrator (white matte diffuser) which
tends to direct the light from the top and sides of the lamp, which would normally be lost,
in a downward direction. In this way, the total strip illumination is increased. The light
sources box includes two (2) fans on the fluorescent model. One fan provides filtered air
for inverter cooling as well as positive pressure which keeps dirt out of the light box. The
other fan is mounted above the lamp in an air duct assembly. This fan provides
additional cooling for the fluorescent lamp. The LED model does not need this additional
fan. In older models, this fan is thermostatically controlled. It creates a stream of fast
moving air that flows through the light diffuser onto the lamp or LEDs. This cools the
lamp wall and helps maintain proper light output. This is required because the light
output of the fluorescent lamp varies with bulb wall temperature.
Some models have a Local/Remote switch on the front control panel of the IC chamber.
This switch allows the light source power to be shut off for troubleshooting or
maintenance purposes. The switch interrupts power to the 1RY, 1TD and 2TD relays that
are located on the power panel.
The Blue LED light source model has an adjustable 14 to 18 VDC power supply mounted
inside the light source box. It is set to 17 VDC for normal operation. This 17 VDC is the
driving power for the Blue LEDs. It is connected in series with the power transistors
located on the light source heat sink. The LEDs are pulsed at 8 Khz to produce a
compatible signal for the 8Khz bandpass on the B05-0154 preamplifier board.
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COMPONENT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATING PRINCIPALS

This image is a scanner assembly with the light source opened to reveal details.
SCANNER
The scanner lower box assembly is pressurized by a fan mounted at the end opposite the
control panel. The Integration Chamber components enclosed in the lower box are
mounted on a roll-out assembly. Included on this assembly are the DC power supplies,
photomultiplier chamber, the amplifier and timer PC boards.
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The DC supplies are powered by 120 VAC from the voltage regulating transformer on the
power panel. One output of the power supply module provides +12 VDC to the PC
boards and the high voltage modules of each PM (photomultiplier) tube. The other output
of the module provides -12 VDC to the PC boards. The HV (high voltage) modules
provide the photomultiplier tubes with dynode voltages. Each PM tube has its own HV
module.
The photomultiplier tubes are mounted in a light “Integration Chamber” that receives the
light rays passing through holes (defects) in the metal strip being processed. The
chamber has a highly reflective matte coating which diffuses the light toward the
photomultipliers, which are located inside the top edges of the chamber looking
downward. The diffusion effect of the chamber along with the uniform gain to which all
photomultipliers are preset produces an even sensitivity over the width of the inspection
zone,

The front panel controls and “gain potentiometers” are visible on the side of this
Integration Chamber front panel
The gain of each photomultiplier tube is controlled by a potentiometer connected to the
respective HV module that controls the tube dynode voltage. Each tube has a voltage
divider that is designed to limit the photomultiplier signal current to a safe value. In
addition, a photo relay protection circuit switches the photomultiplier to a lower voltage if
excess light enters the chamber. Each PM module has its own photocell that shuts down
the respective high voltage module for excess light conditions. The excess light relay
350CR is controlled by a photo-conductive cell mounted at the end of the integration
chamber. When excess light enters the chamber, the photocell decreases its resistance and
through transistors 351 and 352Q, relay 350CR de-energizes.
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COMPONENT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATING PRINCIPALS
The contacts of relay 350CR, activate the excess light indicator lamp on the scanner
control panel. The pinhole indicator lamp may also be on depending on the amount of
excess light being received in the chamber.
When the light from a pinhole enters the integration chamber, the (PM) photomultipliers
produce a small negative signal current. This current is fed to an interface amplifier
located on the PM module board (B05-0482). The output signal is fed to a summing
amplifier on board (B05-0485). This summing amplifier combines all PM tube signals
and feeds the first stage (3010A) of the preamplifier board (B05-0154) where a current to
voltage conversion takes place. The conversion provides 0.2V for 0.1 UA. The converter
output is fed to a voltage follower (3030A) and a two stage tuned amplifier (3020A &
3040A). The voltage follower output feeds the test meter and is used when adjusting the
photomultiplier sensitivities. Also, a small portion of this signal is fed to the output stage
to provide a DC signal path for a large signal which would cause AC amplifier saturation.
At the output of the tuned stages and an inverting stage (3050A), the amplified pinhole
signal is full wave rectified by 303 and 304D and filtered by 308C. This DC signal is
applied to a Schmitt trigger circuit (3060A), which has hysteresis to reduce jitter. It
produces a large output voltage swing when triggered. The trigger point of this circuit is
adjusted by the trigger level potentiometer which is connected through the amplifier
stages. The output from the trigger circuit is applied to a 2 stage transistor amplifier (301,
302Q) which produces the signal voltages required for the timer and the DC output.
This paragraph applies to pinhole detectors that use a B05-0180 oscillator board or
a B05-0485 dual function board. During pinhole detection, an oscillator produces
square wave outputs with a positive and negative polarity. The unijunction transistor
oscillator, 325Q, is activated when the pinhole signal appears at gating transistor 326Q.
The positive output is taken from squaring amplifier 328Q while the negative signal
comes from squaring amplifier 327Q
The pinhole signal also controls gating transistor 360Q which initiates the timer by
rapidly discharging 360C and, through amplifiers 364Q and 362Q, de-energizes 360CR.
At the end of the pinhole signal, 360Q turns off and 360C slowly charges through the
time potentiometer. At the preset time, transistors 364Q and 362Q turn on and reenergize 360CR.
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COMPONENT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATING PRINCIPALS

Shutter drives seen here staged for the assembly process
SHUTTERS – AUTOMATIC The shutters must prevent light leakage around the edges of the strip with a minimum
amount of edge overlap. In those applications where the strip is carefully guided the
shutters can be mechanically positioned. However, for those instances where strip weave
is encountered, the shutters must follow the strip edge movement. The automatic shutter
drives provide this function.
The shutter heads are mounted on drive strips which connect to the drive motors through
shutter pinch rolls. The shutter-drive strip assemblies cover that part of the detector
chamber not covered by the strip material being inspected.
The shutter pinch rolls are belt driven by AC stepping motors. This causes small
incremental shutter motion. The motors are controlled manually with push-buttons or
automatically by photoelectric controls which sense the strip material edges.
In each shutter head, two photo detectors with LED light sources opposite them are
located so that one is exposed to light while the other is covered by the strip when the
shutter is properly overlapping the strip edge. If this normal condition is disturbed by
strip weave, signals are produced which cause shutter motion. Then the shutters will
move until the normal condition of photo detector illumination is re-established.
This is a three-point regulator. It corrects shutter position in steps whenever the position
error exceeds a limit value. For this type of system a small dead zone must be provided
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COMPONENT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATING PRINCIPALS
to insure stability. At a particular instant, the shutter may be positioned anywhere within
the nominal shutter overlap. With normal factory settings, the nominal overlap will be
approximately 3mm (.125in) with a dead zone of +/- 1.27mm (.05in).
In operation a light emitting diode supplies a pulse of infrared radiant energy which is
aimed at a photo-transistor detector. The units are mounted one on either side of the
shutter throat so the strip, depending upon its position, can block the energy. Two pair of
LED-detector units are used. The outer pair is moveable with respect to the inner pair this provides the dead zone adjustment.
The photo-detector which is normally covered by the strip edge provides the drive inward
or engage signal. Should the strip move away from the shutter, the photo-detector sees
energy and turns on. This in turn supplies base current to an amplifying transistor which
supplies gate current to a triac. With gate current this triac turns on and supplies power to
the stepping motor. This causes a motor rotation such that the shutter moves inward.
The shutter will move until the strip edge once again shadows the photo-detector signal
disappears and the triac turns off.

This photograph shows opposing shutters riding over the “target entry” area.
Note the reflection from the clear protector lens covering the photomultipliers.
In most respects the drive out or retract circuits are similar; however, the photo-detector
normally receives energy. Therefore, when it turns on (receives the LED pulse), it keeps
the drive out triac turned off. When the strip edge moves toward the shutter, it blocks the
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COMPONENT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATING PRINCIPALS
energy to the photo-detector and the inhibiting transistor turns off. This permits the triac
gate driver transistor to turn on. This turns on the drive out triac. The motor rotates
opposite that for the drive in case; therefore, the shutter moves outward. It will move
until the photo-detector is once again illuminated.
In addition to manual retract and engage push-buttons, an automatic retract - engage
circuit is provided. An operator may use a remote switch which, in the retract position,
removes power from the light emitting diodes. This simulates a drive out signal and the
shutters will retract until the outer limit switch is contacted, then stop.
Turning the remote switch to engage returns the circuit to its normal state and the shutters
will engage on the strip edges.

This image shows how the shutter drive assemblies are completely covered for
operator safety and protection.
**NOTICE**
TO AVOID DAMAGE, THE SHUTTERS SHOULD BE RETRACTED
WHEN THREADING A NEW STRIP THROUGH THE DETECTOR.
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COMPONENT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATING PRINCIPALS

This is a typical SEMS pinhole detector in a customer application

The detector is operational within a few minutes after the main power is applied. Once
energized and properly adjusted, operation is automatic.
It is important that the equipment condition and sensitivity be monitored (see
MAINTENANCE section), and in addition to a good preventive maintenance program, in
operation monitoring can pinpoint problem areas as they develop. For example, a
problem in the material guides or bad material edges may produce false signals. This
would be indicated to the operator by an abnormal increase in the number of pinhole
signals and may indicate the need for repairs, increased shutter overlap, and/or an increase
in the trigger level setting. The operator can also detect reductions in sensitivity. This
would be noticeable by a total absence or sharp reduction in the number of pinholes
detected. This may indicate an equipment failure, excess dirt accumulations or incorrect
adjustment.
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IMPORTANT REMINDER!
Please remember that you also have access to efficient, professional on-site service!
Simply call SEMS technical service and schedule a visit whenever you need one.
SEMS also offers on-site training for your maintenance and engineering personnel, along
with quality, OEM replacement parts for your SEMS/GE equipment.
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MAINTENANCE
The pinhole detector is a sensitive photoelectric device which requires periodic
maintenance to assure peak performance. It is particularly important that the optical parts
be kept clean and that this be done on a regular basis. The frequency of maintenance is
largely dependent upon environmental conditions; however, a minimum would be a
detailed weekly preventative maintenance program along with a routine cleaning every 4
to 8 hours of operation.
These procedures may be helpful in establishing a maintenance program:

CAUTION:
End User is to develop and follow “LOCK/OUT” and “TAG” procedures to be used
before any maintenance task is performed.

1) Routine cleaning as required.
a) Use a SOFT, CLEAN brush.
b) Clean dust from surface of lamp window.
c) DO NOT TOUCH OR CLEAN THE BLUE LEDs WITH ANY
TYPE SOLVENTS OR WATER. USE A LOW PRESSURE AIR
FLOW TO REMOVE DUST.
d) Clean dust and dirt from shutters and top tray.
e) Remove clean out strip, clean and replace.
2) Detailed cleaning weekly.
a) Turn Power off.
b) If required, remove lamp window and clean lamp, window and
diffuser. Use a soft, clean cloth and clean isopropyl alcohol to clean
the lamp and window. A spray detergent may be required on the
diffuser.
NOTE: Excessive scrubbing may destroy finish. Do not use chemical
solvents on any of the plastic parts in this Pinhole Detector unit.
c) Reassemble lamp and window.
d) Clean shutters and top tray.
e) Remove clean out strip. Wash with clean isopropyl alcohol and water.
Dry and replace.
f) Slide detection chamber out of scanner and clean off dust and dirt then
clean top surface of chamber window and replace unit.
g) Check and wash (if necessary) air filters. One is located on back end
of the lower box and the other one is located on the top surface of the
light box.
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3) Detailed checks - weekly (minimum).
a) Insert strip material in detector and turn power on.
b) Check photomultiplier sensitivity, trigger level setting and light
leakage by performing steps (5) through (12) in INITIAL
ADJUSTMENTS section.
c) Check for proper shutter overlap. Refer to initial adjustments
4) Miscellaneous
a) The fluorescent lamp has a long life; however, its output does decrease
with time. Therefore, it should be changed periodically (regardless of
apparent good condition) to insure proper detector sensitivity. The
recommended period of replacement is every 2,000 hours which would
correspond to approximately 3 months of continuous operation. The
Blue LED light source has an expected life of many times more than
the fluorescent models. Do not touch the individual LED lenses. This
will cause premature failure. Consult the factory for additional
information if necessary.
b) The lamp window and clean out strip are in the optical path and their
optical characteristics directly affect sensitivity. If they become
scratched, they must be replaced. Satisfactory operation can be
achieved without these windows; however, cleaning will be more
difficult and dirt buildup may damage other optical components.
c) The shutters and rub strips are extremely important components in the
optical system. Damaged or worn parts will degrade detector
performance. Replace worn parts and if the shutter throat finish is
scraped, the pass line should be adjusted to correct the problem. Then
the shutter should be refinished with a flat black paint.

NOTE:

Remove shutters for painting! - - DO NOT attempt to paint the
shutters on the scanner as the critical optical windows may be
damaged.
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SERVICING

***WARNING***
VOLTAGE AS HIGH AS 1,500 VDC MAY BE
PRESENT IN THIS EQUIPMENT!

This equipment should only be serviced by qualified personnel who have a thorough
understanding of the pinhole detector circuits. In order to gain this knowledge, the
service man should study this instruction booklet and the diagrams supplied with the
equipment.
It is essential that proper test equipment be used in servicing. Most DC supply voltages
can be measured with the built-in meter or a conventional multi-meter which has a
sensitivity of 20,000 ohms/volt. For signal measurements, an oscilloscope with a 1 MEG
OHM input impedance is required.
The test panel, which is built into the scanner, can be a most useful servicing aid. The
service man should become familiar with the various control functions and their
indications so that he can put the test functions to effective use.
Many measurements can be made using the test panel meter and/or by connecting an
external meter or oscilloscope to the test jacks on the bottom of the meter panel. When
connecting external equipment, the negative meter lead or oscilloscope ground must
connect to the black test jack. The panel test switch will connect the external meter or
scope, as well as the built-in meter, to the various circuit points shown on the diagrams.
Detailed checks of the printed circuit boards can be made by lowering the test panel and
using the board extender which is attached to the side of the board rack. Always push the
slide out assembly all the way in after opening test panel. If it is left out, light leakage
will increase.
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SERVICING (Continued)

CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS
This is a series of checks and measured results for the circuits in an operating detector
which can be a useful comparison aid in locating trouble. Voltage subscripts indicate
circuit numbers.
A) Power Panel
1) Measure 120VAC between 2TB (G) and (H)
2) Measure 120VAC between 2TB ( C) and (B)
3) Measure 120VAC between 2TB ( C) and (A)
*NOTE:
1TD must be energized
4) Measure 12VDC +/- 10% between 2TB (J) and (K)
*NOTE:
Lamp box must be connected
5) Measure 100VDC +/- 10% between 2TB (J) and (M)
*NOTE:
Lamp box must be connected and lamp must be on.
B) Scanner Power Supply
1) This supply is located at the fan end of the slide out assembly. It
consists of a sealed power supply module.
a) +12 VDC output:
+12 V +/-5%
b) -12 VDC output:
-12V +/- 5%
2) High voltage dynode supplies are mounted on each photomultiplier PC
board located on small PM doors. *NOTE: Positive lead is grounded.
PM tube voltage is negative in respects to circuit common. The PM
tube shields have high voltage connected to them for noise reduction.

***WARNING***
1500V is present – use caution when working on
Power Supplies and Photomultiplier
Assemblies !!
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SERVICING (Continued)
C) Light Source (Voltages are +/- 10%)
1) Measure 120VAC between circuit 13 & 14 on 430TB.
2) Measure 12VDC between circuit 10L and 12L on 430TB.
3) Measure 17VDC between terminals 432TB(F) to 432TB(A).For Blue
LED models only.
4) Measure 100VDC between circuit 10L and 100L on 430TB.
5) Measure with oscilloscope between ground and circuit 437 (accessible
through vent slots in end of light source).

D) Preamplifier
Measure:
1) Output of converter stage on panel meter from switch position 3 with
sensitivity controls full counterclockwise and shutters closed to
minimum: Approximately 0 volts.
2) Output of converter stage on panel meter from switch position 3 with
normal sensitivity adjustment light excluded from chamber and a test
button energized: Approximately 5 volts.
3) Output of converter stage on oscilloscope from switch position 3 with
normal sensitivity adjustment and small amount of light entering
chamber:

Amplitude A depends on the amount of light entering the chamber. There will be
approximately 0.3V for equivalent of a 25 micron (0.001 inch) hole.
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SERVICING (Continued)
4) Output of final stage on panel meter from switch position 4 with light
excluded from chamber.
a) Trigger level at 0 = 11.5 volts
b) Trigger level above 2 = 0 volts
c) Trigger level just above switching point
1) = 0 volts
2) Allow small amount of light to enter chamber = 11.5
volts
E) This paragraph intentionally omitted.

F) Timer
1) Measure the relay coil voltage on panel meter from switch position 8
with no light entering chamber.
a) With trigger level at zero = approximately -11V
b) With trigger level above 2 = approximately +4.5V

G) Excess light relay (Functional check only. Circuit points are not brought out).
Observe Indicator Light.
1) Shutters open approximately 1 foot red light on. (NOTE amber light
should also be on if detection circuits are OK and properly adjusted).
2) All light excluded from chamber = red light out.
H) Shutter drives (Functional check only. Circuit points not brought out).
1) Shutters can be operated from the shutter control panels.
2) The shutters will remain in the retract limit for the automatic mode if
the retract switch is closed.
3) Shutter hunting or excessive false pinhole signals indicate the need for
shutter adjustments. Refer to “Initial Adjustment” section of this
book.
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CROWN ENGINEERING & EQUIPMENT
SEMS Division
2901 Cascade Drive
Valparaiso, IN 46383-9101
USA
PHONE: (219) 462-2373 FAX: (219) 464-9949
EMAIL ADDRESS: info@sems-inc.com
WEBSITE: www.sems-inc.com

RENEWAL PARTS

When ordering renewal parts, address Crown Engineering/SEMS Division Sales
Department, specify the quantity required, and give the ratings and the catalog numbers or
describe the required parts in detail. In addition, give the SEMS number and the
complete name plate rating of the equipment.
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PINHOLE DETECTOR RENEWAL PARTS
PRINCIPLE RENEWAL PARTS LIST
FOR: B09-0163G14/15 – G20/21/23/24/25/26/27 Power Panel
Quantity

Catalog Number

Description

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
2
1
1
1
*1
*1

A19-0034
A19-0049
A27-0002
A27-0023
A27-0019
E05-0029
E05-0064
A11-0342
A11-0087
A09-0168
A11-0182
A07-0423
A07-0424
A19-0040
A19-0048

Transformer, 3T
Reactor 1X
Fuse, 3A, 4FU
Fuse, 2A, 6FU
Fuse, 1A, 5FU
Inst. Relay, 1RY
Time Delay Relay, 1TD, 2TD
Bridge Rectifier, 1D, 2D
Varistor, 1MOV, 2MOV, 3MOV
Capacitor, 250 MFD, 2C, 3C
Diode 9D
Resistor 47 OHM, 1R
Resistor 7K OHM, 2R
Voltage Reg. Transformer 60HZ
Voltage Reg. Transformer 50HZ

1
1

*NOT SUPPLIED WITH ALL UNITS
A19-0043G2
Step Down Transformer/ adapter 1T
A13-0083G3
Disconnect Switch 1SW

FOR: F03-0018 Scanner
Quantity
1
1
1
(*)
2
2
2

Catalog Number

Description

E01-0019G2
F01-0122
D07-0195G1
B03-0092
C05-0400G2
C05-0417
C05-0506G13

Fan, 400
Air Filter for Fan
Clean Out Strip
Cable *(specify length in feet)
Rub Rail - Brass
Latch
Shutter Guide Strip
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PINHOLE DETECTOR RENEWAL PARTS
FOR: F01-0126 INTEGRATION CHAMBER SUB-ASSEMBLY
Quantity
6
1
6
**6
6
1
1
1
1
1
**6
**6
2
6
1
2
6
1
6

Catalog Number
A15-0023
F01-0106G2
A29-0003
F03-0017
A09-0085G103
A21-0009G14
A11-0162G2
A11-0162G1
A07-0334G102
A13-0080
B05-0479
B05-0482
A07-0436
A13-0098
A29-0001G27
A07-0205G331
A17-0196
B09-0277
B05-0490

Description
Test Lamps, 101-106LT
Window/Glass, Clear
Photomultiplier Tubes, 101-106V
Multiplier Socket Assembly
Capacitor, 0.01MFD 10KV, 101-106C
Voltmeter, -15-0-15, 100VM
Indicator LED, 108LT
Indicator LED, 108LT
Potentiometer, 1K, 2.25W, 100P
Switch, 100SW
High Voltage PM Tube PCB
High Voltage PM PCB with Interface Amp
Potentiometer, 10K OHM (New Units)
Push-button Switch, 101-106PB
Photocell, 100V
Resistor, 330 OHM, 1W, 379-380R
Sockets (Test Lamps)
+/- 12V Power Supply
LED Calibration Board(used on models
manufactured after 6/2013) replaces A15-0023

*NOTE:
Older units have six (6) A07-0278 15-Meg Potentiometers and they are now obsolete.
The Sems OEM replacement/conversion Kit is F05-0120, and six (6) are required for
complete replacement. The first two can be replaced one (1) at a time, three (3) or
more will require replacement of the old-style power supply to function properly.
FOR: B09-0182 Rack Sub Assembly
Quantity
**1
1
**1
**1
**1
***2
1
2

Catalog Number
B05-0154
B005-0154R6
B05-0180
B05-0199
B05-0485
E05-0031
A07-0281G503
A07-0205G225

1
2
** 2

A07-0295G30
A09-0093G107
A17-0172

Description
Printed Circuit Pre-amp Board
Printed Circuit Pre-amp Board (after 4/2010)
Oscillator Board ( when equipped)
Printed Circuit Timer PE Relay
Dual Function Board
Relay, 350, 360CR
Potentiometer, 50K OHM, 2W, 360P
Resistor, 2.2M OHM, 138-139R
(on older units)
Resistor, 3K OHM, 10W, 118R
Capacitor, 100FD, 50V, 202-203C
Relay Socket
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PINHOLE DETECTOR RENEWAL PARTS
(Continued)
1
** 1
1

A07-0205G202
B05-0480
B05-0481

Resistor, 2K, 1W, 5% Carbon
(on older units)
Relay Board
Current Source Board

** SEE PAGE 45 FOR FOOTNOTE
FOR: D07-0120 Light Source Assembly
Quantity
(Ref.Only)
Grp 6 Grp 2
Lamp Lamp
**1
1
2
2
1
1
1
--1
1
--1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
-1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Catalog Number

Description

B05-0153
E01-0019G2
F01-0122
A15-0024G6
A15-0024G2
F01-0118G6
F01-0118G2
A17-0160
A19-0044
A19-0102
A11-0177G7
A11-0268
A11-0167
A11-0179
A13-0085G2
A09-0168
A09-0086G104
A09-0089
A07-0302G470
B09-0491
A15-0085
B09-0279
A07-0206G331
A07-0448

Printed Circuit OSC/Control
Fan, 430 or 431
Air Filter for Fan
Lamp 430LT
Lamp 430LT
Window for Lamp
Window for Lamp
Socket for 530LT
Transformer 430T
Transformer 430T
Zener, 12V, 5%, Low
Transistor, 431/433Q
Transistor, 430/432Q
Diode,1A, 400V Fast Rec,430/431D
Thermostat, 400TH, Closes at 25C
Capacitor, 250 MFD, 250V
Capacitor, 0.01 MFD, 600, 431C
Capacitor, 0.0047 MFD, 600V, 432C
Resistor, 47 OHM,1/2W, 430/431R
Blue LED PCB Module 10 req’d /PHD
Blue LED Module on G10/G12 models
LED power supply
Resistor 330 OHM 2 W
Resistor 15 OHM 5 W

** SEE PAGE 45 FOR FOOTNOTE
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For: D07-0120 Light Source Assy. (continued)
Quantity
Catalog Number
Grp 6 Grp 2
Lamp Lamp
1
1
2
2
1
-1

1
1
1

A07-0024G220
A07-0293

Description

Resistor, 220 OHM, 10W, 432R
Resistor, 100 OHM, 50W, Non-Ind
433 RA, 433RB
Resistor, 15 0HM, 50W, 434R
MOV, 430MOV
Heat Sink Assembly

A07-0294
A11-0087
D07-0178

For: DO7-0120G10/12/14 LED Light Assembly: No UV lamps are used on these models
Quantity
Catalog Number
Description
1
B09-0287
LED Light Bar Assembly on G14
1
B09-0284
LED Light Bar Assembly on G10/G12
1
B09-0279
Power Supply
FOR: D07-0117 Manual Shutter Assembly
Quantity
Catalog Number
Description
1
1
4
2
2
1
1
1
1

D07-0212
D07-0086G1
D07-0096G2
C05-0316G5
C11-0351G1
F01-0125G4
C05-0318G2
D07-0119G1
D07-0119G2

Upper Shutter Assembly
Lower Guide Assembly
Wheel Assembly
Wheel Support Arm
Bumper
Drive Strip
Light Shield
Shutter Retract/Adjustable/Right
Shutter Retract/Adjustable/Left

FOR: D07-0169 Automatic Shutter Drive Assembly – (2 per unit)
Quality
Catalog Number
Description
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2

A01-0015G1
C01-0028G4
C01-0028G3
C01-0026G2
C01-0032G1
C01-0032G2
C07-0041G3
A09-0094
A07-0298G331
A07-0298G222

Drive Motor
Pulley-20 Slots
Pulley
Drive Belt
Pressure Roll (Small)
Drive Roll (Large)
Nylon Bearing for Pressure Roll
Capacitor 450C, 4.0 MFD, 200V
Resistor 450R, 330 0HM, 10W
Resistor 451R, 452R, 2200 OHM, 10W
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For: Automatic Shutter Drive Assy. (continued)
Quantity
Catalog Number
Description
1
3
1
**1

A13-0077
A11-0087
A09-0093G2
B05-0155R3

Micro Switch 450LS
Varistor 450, 451, 452MOV
Capacitor 451C, 50 MFD, 25V
Shutter Drive PCB

FOR: D07-0171 Automatic Shutter Assembly
Quantity Per Group
Catalog Number
(Left)
(Right)
1
1
C05-0312xx
1
1
D07-0086xx
3
3
D07-0096xx
1
1
C05-0316xx
1
1
C11-0351G1
1
1
F01-0125xx
1
-F01-0138xx
-1
F01-0138xx
1
-F01-0138xx
-1
F01-0138xx
2
2
A11-0148
2
2
A11-0149

Description
Upper Shutter Assembly
Lower Guide Assembly
Wheel Assembly
Wheel Support Assembly
Bumper
Drive Strip Assembly
Inner Block Left
Inner Block Right
Outer Block Left
Outer Block Right
LED 400/401
Photo Transistor, 400/401Q

Shutter parts will vary in length and height depending on the specific Pinhole Detector
specifications. These parts with xx ending numbers must be ordered based on the shutter
length and shutter gap.

FOOTNOTE:
** Individual parts for these boards are not listed since it is recommended that complete
spare boards be kept in stock for quick checkout and repair however, parts on these
boards may be replaced if facilities are available. If parts are required, the request should
include a complete description including the diagram reference and the number of the
assembly on which the part is used.
*** E05-0031 replaced with the B05-0480 P/O field conversion kit F05-0123 .
If you have any further needs or questions please contact us at: info@sems-inc.com
Phone 219-462-2373

Fax 219-464-9949

Visit Sems on the web at www.sems-inc.com
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